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The temperature dependence of resistivity, magnetization, and electron-spin resonance of thea-MnS single
crystal were measured in temperature range of 5 K,T,550 K. Magnetization hysteresis in an applied mag-
netic field up to 0.7 T atT=5, 77, and 300 K, irreversible temperature behavior of magnetization, and resis-
tivity were found. The obtained data were explained in terms of a degenerate tight binding model using random
phase approximation. The contribution of holes int2g and eg bands of manganese ions to the conductivity,
optical absorbtion spectra, and charge instability ina-MnS were studied. Charge susceptibility maxima re-
sulted from the competition of the on-site Coulomb interaction between the holes in different orbitals and small
hybridization of subbands were calculated atT=160, 250, and 475 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently the compounds with strong coupling of the
charge-orbital and spin degrees of freedom have attracted
extensive interest in connection with the specific property,
namely the colossal magnetoresistance, i.e., the strong resis-
tivity decrease in applied magnetic field.1 In manganites with
small concentration of doped carriers this strong coupling
leads to ferromagnetism, which results from the competition
between ferromagnetic double-exchange interaction and
AFM super-exchange. High temperature behavior of the re-
sistivity rsTd in the manganitesRMnO3sR=La,Pr,Smd2

looks like step function explained by the charge and orbital
ordering. Since the substitution of manganese ion by another
3d-metal ion leads to the absence of these properties, the
dramatic resistivity drop in applied magnetic field is attrib-
uted to the electronic state of the manganese ion.3

Similar effects have also been observed in compounds
synthesized on basis ofa-MnS. The diluted magnetic semi-
conductors Mns1−xdFexS reveal the colossal magnetoresis-
tance. The properties of these compounds should be caused
by the electron structure of the manganese monosulfide,
which results in a number of characteristic properties of MnS
pure single crystals. Similar to LaMnO3, a-MnS sulfide
shows antiferromagneticsAFd ordering of the second kind
consisted of ferromagnetically arranged spins ins111d plane
and AF spin ordering along cube edges. Unlike LaMnO3
with Mn3+ ions, the ground state of the manganese ions in
MnS with NaCl structure is Mn2+. The resistivity of the MnS
pure single crystals is independent of temperature atT,TN
sRef. 4d and behaves analogously to semiconductors up to
800 K. In temperature range of 400–550 K the resistivity of
the manganese monosulfide has a plateau,5 the mechanism of
which is not studied yet. As the Hall effect measurements5

showed, the conductivity is realized by holes in 3d-band of
manganese ions.

The electronic and magnetic properties ofa-MnS have
been studied in the framework of the density functional level
theory by self-consistent solving the Kohn-Sham equation.6

First principle calculations confirm the hole character of the

conductivity. Theeg and t2g bandwidths of Mn states are
,2.5 eV and,1 eV, respectively. Thet2g bands correspond-
ing to the spin-up and spin-down electron states are sepa-
rated by,1.6 eV. The Fermi level is located at the bottom
of the t2g band with the spin down. The states of the valence
band are occupied by electrons of bothp sulfur andd man-
ganese orbitals and the gap value is,1.5 eV.

In this paper we determine the contribution of the carriers
in the uppereg and t2g Hubbard bands to the conductivity at
low and high temperatures and the influence of charge insta-
bility on the transport and magnetic properties ofa-MnS. In
contrast to manganite, the weak magnetic moment results
from the orbital moment ordering the holes localized in one
of the subbandst2g.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Thea-MnS single crystal was made by liquid manganese
saturation with sulfur atT,1245 °C. X-ray diffraction
analysis was performed on DRON-2.0 diffractometer with
the monochromatic CuKa radiation at temperatures of
80–300 K. The resistance measurements were made inf111g
andf100g directions at temperatures of 90–550 K. The fluo-
rescence spectroscopy experiment was carried out on
SPARK-1 spectrometer. According to the x-ray analysis data,
the synthesizeda-MnS sample is the single crystal, which
has a NaCl cubic lattice with the cell parametera=5.22 Å.
In Fig. 1 the temperature dependence of the resistivityr for
the a-MnS single crystal is shown. One can clearly see a
gradual change of the resistivity during the sample heating
several times up to 550 K. The first heating-and-cooling
cycle causes significant temperature hysteresisDr /r,1 and
the second cycle yieldsDr /r,0.2 atT=280 K. During the
subsequent heating-and-cooling cycles the temperature hys-
teresis of the resistivity disappears, and the resistivity has a
plateau in the range of 420–550 K, showing good agreement
with the previously obtained data.5 These measurements
were made at high vacuum and the results appeared repro-
ducible after long keeping at room temperature.

The current-voltage characteristic shows the small nega-
tive differential conductivity atU=2 and 30 V andT
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=280 K, which disappears atT=550 K. ThedI /dU curves
are presented in Fig. 2. The behavior ofrsUd at T=560 K is
typical for semiconductors. The magnetic susceptibility mea-
sured in range of 77 K,T,300 K is nonlinear at low mag-
netic fieldsH=200 and 1000 Oe with anisotropy valueDx /x
along thef100g andf111g directions of,0.16, and correlates
with the anisotropy resistivitys1−rf100g /rf111gd,0.46.4

Magnetization measurements were carried out with the
superconducting quantum interference devicesSQUID mag-
netometerd. Specimens were cooled to 5 K and then heated
to the highest temperature in zero magnetic field. The
monocrystal was found to have a small spontaneous moment
in the range of 4.2–300 K. ThemsTd curves forf001g and
f111g are shown in Fig. 3. After cooling ofa-MnS in mag-
netic fieldH=200 Oe magnetizationmf111gsTd exhibits quali-

tatively different temperature dependence. Magnetization vs
H curves atT=5, 77, and 300 K are presented in Fig. 4.

Electronic spin resonancesESRd measurements were per-
formed with the X-band Radiopan SE/X-2544 spectrometer
at n.9.4 GHzs150 K,T,300 Kd, using a continuous gas-
flow cryostat for N2. The oriented sample was placed into a
quartz tube. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependences of
the ESR linewidth DH and the effectiveg value gef f
=hn / smBHresd determined fromHres. The largest difference
between the linewidthsdH=DHf001g−DHf100g along f001g
andf100g is observed near the rhombohedral lattice deforma-
tion. The dH value changes a sign atT.250 K. The
g-values show a small increase atT.200 K and approach
high-temperature value. The zero-field splitting parameters

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the resistivity measured
at two cycles of heating and cooling: the firsts1d and the seconds2d
cycles.

FIG. 2. The voltage derivative of currentdI /dVs1d and density
of state near the chemical potentialgsvds2d at sad T=280 K andsbd
550 K.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the residual magnetiza-
tion on the one manganese ion alongf111g sad measured in zero
field cold sZFCd and atH=200 OesFCd. Estimateds1d by Eq. s11d
and measureds2d magnetization alongf001g versus temperaturesbd.

FIG. 4. The magnetization vs. magnetic field at the different
temperatures.
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sD and E is the axial and rhombic terms of the single ion
anisotropyd can be determined from the temperature depen-
dence ofHres using the general formula for the resonance
shift that resulted from the crystal field as will be shown
below.d

III. MODEL AND CALCULATION METHOD

The covalent bond between sulphur and manganese ions
leads to redistribution of the electron density on these ions.
The sulphur electrons locate on the Mn2+ ion. An addition of
the d6st2g

4 eg
2d term to the main term ofd5 corresponds to

partial filling of the upper Hubbard band. A schematic image
of the electron density of states of manganese ions calculated
by Taperroet al.6 is shown in Fig. 6. The Fermi level locates
below the chemical potential at the bottom of the upper Hub-
bard band. We neglect theeg and tg bands hybridization and
thus, the conductivity can be estimated as an additive quan-
tity of s=seg

+st2g
. Schematic representation of the charge

transport through the lattice sites is shown in Fig. 6. Electro-
static interaction of excess charge lifts the double and triple
degeneration of theeg and t2g subbands in the cubic crystal
and causes the rhombohedral deformation of the lattice with
the local symmetry breaking. According to ESR measure-
ments, the anisotropy ofg value at T.170 K is dg/g
.0.99 and local deformations lead to a small difference of
values of hopping integrals parameters along directions
f100g, f010g, f001g, which isdt / t,sdg/gd1/4,0.998. We ne-
glect this difference and consider the isotropic case.

Theoretical analysis was made in terms of the degenerate
tight-binding model with three interaction parameters: the

direct Coulomb integral between the different orbital elec-
tronsU and the intraband and interband hopping matrix ele-
ments. Interorbital exchangeJ is much less than Coulomb
interactionJ/U,0.2 and may be omitted. The motion of the
charge carriers is considered in the paramagnetic phase with
the small holes concentration. According to Hall measure-
ments the charge carriers have the hole type of the conduc-
tivity. Below we will show that the averaged group velocity
and excitation spectrum on the Fermi surface in our model
have different from typical electron excitations in metals sign
and are similar to doped nondegenerate semiconductors. The
holes concentration can be estimated from bandwidth value
Wt,1 eV and the charge transfer gap calculated from the
well-known relation Eg=ep−ed+Udd, where ep,d are the
atomic orbital eigenvalues, on the levelsp,d for sulphur and
for manganese ions, andUdd is the intraatomic Coulomb pa-
rameter within the same orbital. The Coulomb integral is
estimated from the difference of energiesE+ and E3+ for
d6s4t2g2egd andd4s2t2g2egd. The relationsV1=E3+−E2+ and
V2=E+−E2+ are found from x-ray photoelectron spectra5

and are equal toV1,−1.5 eV, V2,1.5 eV, andUdd=V2
−V1,3 eV. The valueep−ed,1 eV is equal to the differ-
ence of energies corresponding to maximum of DOS on 3P
sulphur andd5t2g manganese ions.6 The concentration is pro-
portional to the hybridization degreen,sWt /zEgd2, which is
equal ton.5310−3 and 0.01 fort2g and eg states, respec-
tively. The first principles calculations6 give the higher value
of the concentrationnst2gd.0.03, nsegd.0.07. The appear-
ance of two electrons on thed-level causes the reduction of
the manganese ion spinS=4.4mB.6

Below we consider the motion of charged carriers only in
the upper Hubbard band in the frame of the effective model

FIG. 5. The temperature dependence ofsad the effectiveg value
gef fsTd and sbd DH s1d ,DHf001g−DHf100g s2d for H parallel to the
crystallographic axis. Solid lines represent the fits using Eq.s12d for
gef f.

FIG. 6. Schematic drawing of thet2g holes moving on the sites
and density of states of single electron excitations in thet2g ssolidd
and eg sdottedd lower Hubbard bandsLHBd and upper Hubbard
band sUHBd with arrangement of Fermi levelsEFd and chemical
potentialsRef. 6d.
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with the spinless fermions. The model Hamiltonian is de-
scribed as follows:

Ht = − o
i,j ,a

ti,j
aaaia

+ aja − o
i,j ,a.b

ti,j
abaia

+ ajb − mn + o
i,a.b

Unianib,

He = − o
i,j ,a

ti,j
aacia

+ cja − o
i,j ,a.b

ti,j
abcia

+ cjb − mn + o
i,a.b

Unianib,

s1d

where aiasbd is the annihilation operator of thet2g,asbd, the
orbital holesfasbd=xy,yz,zxg; ciasbd is the annihilation op-
erator of theeg,asbd, the orbital holesfasbd=x2−y2,3z2−r2g,
m is the chemical potential,n is the holes concentration, and
ti,j
aa is the hopping integral.

Let us write the system of three equations for the Green’s
functions describing the hole motion int2g band. When using
random phase approximation, the equation sets for the
Green’s functionskkar ,a uar ,a

+ ll and kkar ,a uar ,a
+ ll are being

closed. These equations have the following form:

sv − Ek
adGk

aa + «kGk
ba + «kGk

b8a = 1,

«kGk
aa + sv − Ek

bdGk
ba + «kGk

b8a = 0,

«kGk
aa + «kGk

ba + sv − Ek
b8dGk

b8a = 0,

Gk
aa = kkak,auak,a

+ ll,

Gk
bsb8da = kkak,bsb8duak,a

+ ll,

Ek
a = «k

a − m + Usnb + nb8d,

Ek
bsb8d = «k

bsb8d − m + Usna + nb8sbdd,

«k
asbd = − 4txy cos

kx

2
cos

ky

2
− 4txz cos

kx

2
cos

kz

2

− 4tzy cos
kz

2
cos

ky

2
− 2tx coskx − 2ty cosky

− 2tz coskz,

«k = − 2tscoskx + cosky + coskzd,

n = n1 + n2 + n3. s2d

The values«k
a have a different set of hopping integral param-

etersa=xy, txy@ tyz, txz, a=yz, tyz@ txz, txy, a=xz, txz@ tyz,
txy. The equation set for the Green’s functionskkcr ,a ucr ,a

+ ll
and kkcr ,a ucr ,b

+ ll describing the carriers dynamic in theeg
subbands has the following form:

sv − Ak
adGk

aa + «kGk
ba = 1,

«kGk
aa + sv − Ak

bdGk
ba = 0,

Gk
aa = kkck,auck,a

+ ll; Gk
ba = kkck,buck,a

+ ll,

Ak
asbd = «k

asbd − m + Unbsad,

«k
asbd = − 2tx

a coskx − 2ty
a cosky − 2tz

b coskz,

«k = − 2tscoskx + cosky + coskzd. s3d

The type of«k
asbd ,a=x2−y2, b=3z2−r2, reflects the symme-

try of thespwave function’s hybridization of the sulphur ion
with the dx2−y2, d3z2−r2 wave functions.

The solution of Eq.s2d is reduced to the following cubic
equation for determining of the excitation spectrum:

v3 − Av2 + Bv + A«k
2 + 2«k

3 − Ek
xyEk

xzEk
yz= 0,

A = Ek
xy + Ek

xz+ Ek
yz, s4d

B = Ek
xyEk

xz+ Ek
xyEk

yz+ Ek
xzEk

yz− 3«k
2.

The excitation spectrum ineg subbands is found from Eq.
s3d:

v1,2skd = 1
2sAk

a + Ak
b ± ÎsAk

a − Ak
bd2 + 4«k

2d. s5d

The chemical potential is calculated from the self-consistent
equation for the hole concentrationn:

n =
1

N
o
k,a
E dvfsvd

1

p
Im Gaaskvd, s6d

where fsvd=fexpsv /Td+1g−1. The summation over the mo-
mentum in the Brillouin zone is made using 8·106 points.
The holes distribution function ineg andt2g subbands is cal-
culated by this expression:

Nskd =E dvfsvd
1

p
Im Gaaskvd,

Ne
askd =

Ak
asfsv2d − fsv1dd + v1fsv1d − v2fsv2d

v1 − v2
,

Nt
askd = fsv1d

«k − sv1 − Ek
bdsv1 − Ek

b8d
sv1 − v2dsv1 − v3d

+ fsv2d
«k − sv2 − Ek

bdsv2 − Ek
b8d

sv2 − v3dsv2 − v1d

+ fsv3d
«k − sv3 − Ek

bdsv3 − Ek
b8d

sv3 − v2dsv3 − v1d
, s7d

wherevi are determined from Eqs.s4d and s5d. Holes con-
centrations in subbandssn1,n2d are found by minimization of
the grand canonical potential of the holes gas:

]Ug

]n1
+

]Ug

]n2
= 0,

Ug =
1

N
o
k,a

fvskdf„vskd… − kBTf„vskd…ln f„vskd…g − mn.

s8d
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The transport properties such as a conductivity can be
obtained from Kubo formula in the limit ofd→` sRef. 7d:

ssvd = s0o
a
E dv8Iasv8,v8 + vd

fsv8d − fsv8 + vd
v

,

Iasv1,v2d =
1

p2o
k

Im Gask,v1dIm Gask,v2d, s9d

wheres0 is a constant defining the conductivity dimension.
In order to estimateU Coulomb potential, we used the rela-
tion between intra- and interband Coulomb parameter
U8 /U,0.6 determined on the basis of the first principles
calculation method for the perovskite compounds.8 To
achieve the best agreement between the theoretical
results and the experimental data, such as the temperature
dependence of resistivity, the activation energy, the
current derivative of voltage, and the optical absorption
spectrum, we obtained the values for the following
parameters stx,ty,tz,txy,txz,tyzd used in Eq. s2d
s0.4,0.4,0.04,1,0.1,0.1dt0, s0.4,0.04,0.4,0.1,1,0.1dt0, and
s0.04,0.4.0.4,0.1,0.1,1dt0, t0=0.067 eV fordxy, dyz, dzx or-
bitals, respectively, and stx,ty,tzd used in Eq. s3d
s0.1,0.1,1dt0 and s1,1,0.1dt0, t0=0.11 eV for s3z2−r2d and
sx2−y2d orbitals, respectively. These bands are occupied by
holes with the average filling numbersnt=0.015 andne
=0.04. The Coulomb integral between different electron or-
bitals isU=2 eV. The hybridization of subbands may result
from the electron-phonon interaction or interaction of differ-
ent orbitals via anion with effective hopping parametert
=0.05t0.

IV. DISCUSSION

Calculated optical conductivityssvd for the eg band re-
veals the optical quasigap atv=0.28 eV. The temperature
dependence of the normalized conductivityssv→0d calcu-
lated atv.10−4 eV is presented in Fig. 7. The conductivity
realized by the carriers in theeg band decreases with the
temperature increase, similar to an electron gas in metals.

The smallssTd value results from Coulomb gapDc at the
Fermi level. TheDc=EF−m dependence on temperature fits
well the linearsEF−md.11T. The typical temperature de-
pendence of resistivity for semiconductors isr
,r0 expsDc/Td andr,r0exps11d for the a-MnS atT,TN.
The resistivity is independent of temperature, which is in
good agreement with the experiment.

The conductivity of thet2g band is attributed to the ther-
mally activated carriers. Chemical potential lies in the range
of energies between two peaks forming the effective quasi-
gap in the excitation spectrum, as shown in Fig. 8sbd. As one
can see from Fig. 7, the holes in theeg and t2g bands make
the main contribution to the conductivity atT,200 K and at
T.200 K, respectively.

Calculated resistivityr=1/s ,s=st+sg, is presented in
Fig. 9. Good agreement with the experimental data obtained
for the a-MnS single crystal is observed. In Fig. 9r is nor-

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the hole conductivity in
t2gs1d and inegs2d bands normalized to the constants0 defining the
dimension of conductivity.

FIG. 8. The density of statesgsvd of single particle excitations
in eg band atsad T=100 Ks1d ,400 Ks2d and in t2g band atsbd T
=200 Ks1d ,700 Ks2d where energy is normalized to hopping pa-
rametert. The optical absorbtion spectrum measured in Ref. 9ssolid
lined at T=170 K and the calculated density of states of holes int2g

bandsdotted lined.
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malized to the resistivityrsT1d, where T1=166 K corre-
sponds to rhombohedral lattice distortion temperature. The
estimated and measured values of the activation energy are
equal to Ea.0.2 eV. Sharp resistivity decrease atT
,300 K arises from partial lifting of the degeneracy of
xy,xz,zy subbands. Minimization of the grand canonical po-
tential of the holes gasU with respect to the average filling
number gives the values ofna.n and nb=nb8→0 at T
,250 K and uniform filling subbands atT.475 K.

To understand the moving of charge carriers in the mag-
netic field we calculate the averaged group velocity on the
Fermi surface. The excitation spectra along three directions
are shown in Fig. 10. The large interdot space near the
chemical potential results from using the discrete number of
the wave vectors in Brillouin zone. The group velocity on the
Fermi surface¹kvskd,0 and the acceleration of charge car-
riers in the magnetic field differs in sign as compared to the
electrons in metals¹kvskd.0. Such excitations are similar
to the hole excitations.

The conductivity is proportional to the velocity and den-
sity of the charge carriers numberNm at the chemical poten-
tial. The filling numbers distribution functionNskd has
maxima at the chemical potential. The temperature depen-
dence ofNmaxskd reveals the remarkable slope changes at
definite temperaturessFig. 11d, which correlates with the pe-
culiarities of the conductivity temperature dependence. The
calculation ofNmaxskd allows us to determine the wave vec-
tor of the charge ordering. So, the charge susceptibility is
calculated as

xc = dn/dm = o
k

dNskd
dk

dk

dm
, o

km

dNskmd
dkm

dkm

dm

swhere summation overkm is made near the chemical po-
tentiald. The width of distributionNskd nearNmax is charac-
terized by the dispersionDsqd=okNskdNsk +qd−kNl2. At
low temperatures the highD value arises from the multi-
peaks structure ofNskd. At high temperaturesD increases as
a consequence of the Fermi function broadening on the
chemical potential. The filling numbers distribution function
Nskd has several maximaNmax at different wave vectorskm,i
with the same excitation energies. The temperature depen-
dencies ofNmax, km values and the difference of the wave

vectors Dkm=km1−km2 corresponding to twoNmax are
shown in Fig. 11. There are two transitions associated with
the change of the wave vectorkm1 at T=250 K and atT
=475 K. The change ofkm2 with respect tokm1 is observed
in the xy plane atT,300 K. At T.475 K the distribution
functionNskd has only one maximum. The maximal value of
Dsqmd together with the wave vectorqm are shown in Fig.
12. The dispersion minimum is reached atT=475 K. The
essential change ofqm is observed in temperature range
400 K,T,470 K. The relaxation timet of the current car-
riers is dependent on the hole wave number that should lead
to the conductivity anisotropy. The charge susceptibility of
the holesxc=dn/dm in the t2g band reveals two maxima at
the temperaturesT=250 K andT=475 K ssee Fig. 13d. The
inverse value 1/xc in eg band reaches minimum atT
.160 K near the temperature of the transitionsT1=166 Kd
attributed to the rhombohedral deformation of the lattice.

The resistivity value with uniform distribution of the av-
erage filling number in subbandsdxy,dxz,dyz is more than the
resistivity of system with one partially filled subband atT
,500 K sFig. 9d. This is in qualitative agreement with the
experimental data obtained at heating of thea-MnS single

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of resistivity measureds1d
and calculated forna=n,nb=0s2d ,n1=n2=n3=n/3s3d normalized
to the resistivity value atT1=166 K.

FIG. 10. The excitation spectrum int2g band alongsad f001g, sbd
f110g, andscd f111g. Fermi level is denoted by the dotted line.
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crystal as shown in Fig. 1. The temperature hysteresisrsTd
observed fora-MnS sFig. 1d should be caused by the con-
servation of charge ordering corresponding to rhombohedral
deformation of the lattice at the temperatures aboveT1
=166 K. We suppose that the single crystal decomposes into
degenerate domains withna.n,nb→0. During cooling
from T,500 K in magnetic or electric field the single crys-
tal is poling. To pass from one state to another it is necessary
to overcome a potential barrier. If an external voltageV is
applied to the single crystal, carrier tunnelling can be ob-
served at the chemical potential surface. The density of states
sDOSd of the single-hole excitations in the vicinity of the
chemical potentialsm−Ed,0.1 eV can be determined by
voltage differentiation of currentdI /dV:

dI/dV~ E
−`

`

dvgsvd
]

]seVd
fsv − eVd ~ gseVd. s10d

Figure 2 presents the experimental datadI /dV, which well
agree with the estimatedgsvd dependence. The small value
of the negative differential resistivity within,5% error for

V=2 and 30 V reproduces a fine structure of the DOS near
the chemical potential.

The DOS of thet2g band has two maxima that allow us to
understand the origin of the two maxima of the optical ab-
sorption spectra ina-MnS at v.2.4 eV andv.2.9 eV.9

They can be ascribed to the single electron transition from
the sulphur ion to the manganese ion. The line shape of the
optical absorbtion is presented in Fig. 8scd and qualitatively
agrees with the DOS of thet2g band. The lower band edge
shows the redshiftDWtheory,0.01 eV,DWexper,0.03 eV at
temperature increase from 168 to 300 K.

The location of the charges on the fixed orbitals gives rise
to the orbital ordering with the wave vectorsQmax

orb closely
related to the wave vector corresponding to the maximal
value ofNmaxsQd. As a result the orbital magnetic moments
form magnetic ordering with magnetic momentLzsQmax

orb d
=1/Nor exps−irQ max

orb dLzsr d. Using the value ofQ given in

FIG. 11. The distribution function maximum of holes filling
numberssad Nmaxskd /NmaxsT1d at wave vectorsbd skx,ky,kzd in the
range of temperatures 160–245 Ks1d, 250–475 Ks2d, and
480–700 Ks3d. The difference of waves vectorsscd Dk =k1−k2

corresponding toNmax,1sk1d and Nmax,2sk2d satisfying to relation
f1−Nmax,2sk2d /Nmax,1sk1dgø0.005.

FIG. 12. The temperature dependencies of the dispersion maxi-
mal valueDsqmd normalized to theDsqmd at sad T=150 K and the
wave vectorsqx,qy,qzd corresponding tosbd the largestDsqmd,
whereT=100 Ks1d ,500 Ks2d.

FIG. 13. The inverse value of the charge susceptibility taken
from minimal value fort2gs1d andegs2d bands versus temperature.
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Fig. 10 at low temperatures, we obtain good agreement with
experimental data. For simplicity the temperature depen-
dence ofLz is calculated in terms of the Brillioun function
with the orbital spinL=1. The measured and calculated val-
ues of the spontaneous magnetization are shown in Fig. 3.
The minimum in the inverse value of the charge susceptibil-
ity at T,250 K correlates with the small deviationmexsTd
from estimated temperature dependencemthsTd.

The charge ordering induces the local deformation of the
lattice and leads to the lowering of the local crystal symme-
try that can be observed from the electron paramagnetic reso-
nance data. The axial and rhombic terms of the single ion
anisotropyD and E are determined from the temperature
dependence ofHres using the general formula for the reso-
nance shift due to the crystal field. The expression for the
effectiveg value forHext applied along one of the crystallo-
graphic axes was obtained in Ref. 10:

ga,c
ef fsTd
ga,c

~ 1 +
D

T − TCW
fs3z − 1d ± 3s1 + zdsins2gdg,

s11d

where TCW is the Curie-WeisssCWd temperature;z=E/D
and g is the rotation angle of the MnS6 octahedra. AtT
.200 K the CW law of the magnetic susceptibility is satis-
fied and the data are described by this approachssolid lines
in Fig. 5d, whereTCW was kept fixed at 475 K, the rotation
angleg=0, D=0.40s6d K, E/D is the ratioz=0.016s5d, and
the g values aregf100g=1.992s8d ,gf001g=1.984s4d. Our result
agrees with theD=0.34 K value determined from antiferro-
magnetic resonance11 where the gap in the magnon excita-
tion spectrum atk =0 was found to be equal to.3.28 cm−1.
The orbital ordering gives rise to the nonlinear behaviorxsTd
in small magnetic fields. The effect of the strong irreversible

change of the magnetizationsFig. 3d versus temperature at
heating and cooling in the small magnetic field is explained
by conservation of the degeneration of the holes int2g sub-
bands. At the cooling in the magnetic field from temperature
T.250 K this degeneration is lifted and holes occupy the
state with the orbital moment directed along the external
magnetic field.

V. CONCLUSION

The total conductivity of MnS is the result of motion of
holes in theeg and t2g bands. The holes in theeg band are
responsible for the temperature-independent behavior of con-
ductivity at low temperaturesT,TN. The sharp decrease of
the resistivity atT.200 K is caused by the thermal activa-
tion of the holes in the degeneratet2g band. The nonlinear
behavior ofrs1/Td at T.350 K and temperature hysteresis
of the conductivity atT,500 K arise from partial lifting
degeneration of the holes int2g subbands observed at
250 K,T,475 K. The filling of two t2g subbands atT
.475 K, one of threet2g subbands atT.250 K, and one of
two eg subbands atT.160 K induces the charge instability
due to the competition between the on-site Coulomb interac-
tion of the holes in the different orbitals and small hybrid-
ization of the subbands.

The localization of the charges in certain orbitals causes
the orbital moment ordering and leads to the weak ferromag-
netism and to the anisotropy of theg values.
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